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ABSTRACT 
 

 

 

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE OPACIFICATION LEVELS IN 

EYE LENSES 
 

 

 

Tafa, Andia 

M.Sc., Department of Computer Engineering 

Supervisor: Dr. Arban Uka 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opacification is the process that diminishes the ability to see as the lens becomes 

opaque after some time following a cataract surgery. Ability to determine quantitatively 

the level of opacification is essential as it helps predict the lifetime of the lens. Here we 

present some image processing techniques that can be used to quantitatively determine 

the opacification level. Texture and histogram analysis, and noise processing 

techniques together with their limitations are presented. Regions of interest on both 

clean and contaminated lenses are analyzed based on the intensity of the image, the 

width of the histograms and the histogram distance. It is observed that as the 

contamination level increases, the histograms widen and shift toward higher intensity 

values. The image analysis based on the noise processing technique is performed since 

the opacification is a process that develops randomly and in unexpected stripes or 

shapes. Limitations of the techniques are also presented.  

 

 

Keywords: Opacity levels, Fourier Transforms, Scores, Filter, Image processing 
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ABSTRAKT 
 

 

 

ANALIZË SASIORE E NIVELEVE TË PAPASTËRTISË NË LENTET E 

SYRIT 

 
 

 

 

Tafa, Andia 

Master Shkencor, Departamenti i Inxhinierisë Kompjuterike 

Udhëheqësi: Dr. Arban Uka 

 

 

 

 

Mbledhja e papastërtiveështënjë process icilireduktonaftësine e tëparit, tesksa lentët 

bëhen më të papastra pas njëfare kohe nga kryerja e një operacioni në katarakte.  

Matja e nivelit të papastërtisë në lentet e syrit është mjaft thelbësore sepse ndihmon në 

parashikimin e kohëzgjatjes së lenteve. Në këtë punim, paraqiten disa teknika të 

procesimit të imazhit të cilat ndihmojnë përcaktimin sasior të niveleve të papastërtisë. 

Paraqiten teknika si, analizë e histogrameve dhe strukturës, procesimi i zhurmës së 

bashku me kufizimet e tyre. Analizohen pjesëza të pastra dhe të papastra të lenteve të 

syrit, bazuar në intensitetin e imazheve dhe distancat e histogrameve.  

Janë testuar mënyra të ndryshme të procesimit të imazheve, sepse papastërtia është një 

proces i cili ndodh me ritme të shpejta. Gjithashtu paraqiten kufizimet e ketyre 

teknikave. 

 

Fjalët kyçe: Nivele papastërtie, Transformimet Fourier, Rezultate, Procesim Imazhesh 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Eyesight is one of the greatest gifts given to humans, and the lens is one of the most 

impressive structures within the eye. Eye lenses have the ability to remain clean for 

years, even though they‟re constantly being hit by light-rays. However, in the cases 

when someone needs to use artificial lenses for a reason, it is going to be dragged into 

surgery at some point.  

A couple of years after having cataract surgery, a patient might complain about losing 

his vision in one or both eyes. Looking closer to their eyes, in the part where the surgery 

had been, it can be noticed that the IOL (Intra Ocular Lens is opaque. An opaque eye 

lens can even lead to the loss of total eyesight. This is why, lens opacification is more 

than important. However, opacity occurs in different areas and different levels. 

Therefore, a quantitative opacity level analysis is needed, before taking action whether 

deciding for going into opacification surgery or not.  

But how does the human eye work? What is the construction and the real function of the 

Lens?  

Figure 1.1 - The anatomy of the eye 
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Cornea bends the incoming light rays so they pass freely through the pupil. After the 

rays enter in the eye, the iris shrinks or enlarges depending on the light quantity. And 

after passing the iris, the light meets the lens. This clear, flexible structure works like the 

lens in a camera. It adjusts its width by being shortened or lengthened, in order to focus 

the light rays properly. A Cataract is a clouding of the lens in the eye, which leads to a 

decrease in vision.  

 

Figure 1.2 - An Example of normal vision vs. cataracts vision 

 

This clouding is caused by different factors, mostly due to aging, but it is also caused by 

external factors such as tiny particles gathered together within the lens.  

For a good lens maintenance, we need to know lenses opacity levels before being 

dragged into surgery of lens opacification. Therefore, this work presents some image 

processing techniques, for analyzing and determining the opacity level in eye lenses.  

Depending on the quantity and location of the contamination, the surgeon can easily 

decide if the patient needs an intervention on the eye or nor. After having captured some 

(medical) images of the eye lens, the images are analyzed using various techniques and 

filters in Matlab in order to determine the contamination score quantitatively.  
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Several image processing techniques were being proposed and tested. Some of them 

produced really poor results, while the other ones could produce some scored for which 

some result tests could be obtained and come into a conclusion. 

In the following chapters, methods with their corresponding results are explained. The 

first one is “Bag of words” model, a very well-known technique used in image 

processing, mostly for recognition purposes. The next one is “Difference of 

Histograms”, from which, certain pixel values and levels are obtained from different 

pictures and they are compared to each other in order to get the differences. The other 

one is Texture Analysis, a technique which describes the image characteristics using 

textual features. And the last technique, uses Fourier Transforms of an image and 

filtering, in order to produce opacity scores of certain regions, which are used to be 

compared by scores of other region in order to come up with a result.  

1.1 BAG OF WORDS MODEL 

Bag-of-words model, is a well-known model of image recognition and categorization. It 

uses different features such as color, shape, edges, SIFT and SURF to form groups (bag) 

of visual „words‟. By using these words, histograms for a certain image can be built, 

clustering is performed and then recognition process goes on (by training and learning 

techniques). The algorithm has shown promising results in telling whether the image 

contains an animal (cat, dog, frog, bird), and object (camera, laptop, ferry, airplane) or a 

letter (a, b, c …and so on).  

The algorithm also gives good results when recognizing different parts of the body – like 

eyes, lips and hands. 
[2]

 However – when trying to recognize different parts of the eyes, 

the results are no-way near desired. That is because too much information or not enough 

differences between parts of the eye.By “parts of the eye” it is understood the un-clarity 

of a small part of the image, too many similar-yet, different pixel values that make up 

the contamination area, makes it difficult to determine the compound of the image.   

How does the Bag of Words algorithm work? 
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Before moving on into the details of the bag-of-words method, there are some concepts 

that need to be explained. They are the basic methods of detecting features. They are 

SIFT, SURF and PCA-SIFT 

Descriptor 

Descriptors can be anything that „describes‟ the image itself: from colors, shape, texture, 

even Motion – among the others.  

Visual descriptors are divided in two main groups: 

1. General information descriptors: they contain low level descriptors which give a

description about color, shape, regions, textures and motion.

2. Specific domain information descriptors: they give information about objects and

events

SIFT 

Scale Invariant Feature Transform is an algorithm used in computer vision, in order to 

recognize certain objects in an image. It works by extracting certain points from an 

object in the image that provide a “feature description”. After extracting these points 

from a training image, they can be used in some other images in order to identify the 

„given‟ object in the test image (that usually contains more objects).  

However, for good and reliable performance of SIFT algorithm, training image sample 

features must be detectable even under these conditions, i.e.: noise, illumination, scale, 

etc. Usually, it‟s the object edges which provide such points, under the areas of high-

contrast. 

SIFT‟s main key stages when being performed are: 

1) Localize stable key points in space. This can be done by using different

techniques DoG, or scale-space pyramid. It has the advantage in accuracy,

stability, scale and rotational invariance.
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2)  Feature detection: This can be done by using the Lowe‟s technique, which 

transforms the image into a large collection of feature vectors. Later on, these 

vectors will be used for analyzing and matching the objects in this (training) 

image with another (testing) image.  

3) Model Verification and Outlier detector.  

 

SURF 

SURF – Speeded Up Robust Features, detect interest points by using Hessian matrix 

approximation. It also builds the scale space of the image. It is much faster than SIFT 

and more robust against different transformations in the image. 

Similarly to SIFT, the interest and matching point descriptors, describe the distribution 

of the intensity content. SURF also constructs a square region center around the interest 

point and orients it along the orientation of the previous section.  

 (   )   ∑∑ (   )

 

   

 

   

 

 

The equation above makes the image and integral one, which makes it easier to generate 

the sum of values in a rectangular subset of a grid. The reason why it is done, it‟s 

because in SURF, it is much faster if the image is filtered with squares. 

Bag of words model is used for object categorization, whether the photo shows a cat, 

crab, soccer ball or grand piano. Key-points of an image are extracted, then quantized 

into a visual word. 
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Figure 1.3 – Histogram of words 

But what does “Word” mean in this case? SIFT points are detected, and these points will 

be patched around these features, and then descriptors are kept around each patch, and 

finally, they are clustered. (And these can be different clusters)  

 

Each cluster is called „A Word‟. So, each image is represented as a histogram of these 

words - where each word is basically a cluster, centered to a descriptor. 

So, basically the steps follow like this: take an image, find the local patches, find the 

visual words – and these words can look like this  

  

Figure 1.4 – Clustering of words 
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Each cluster can represent different parts of the object and so on. They give the 

frequency.  

Histogram, there it is shown the actual distribution of the words in an image. In order to 

do that, descriptors are needed to be recognized. 
[3]

 SIFT detector is applied – in order to

get the points – then, pixels are taken as a Point, where around them – descriptor is 

found. The steps detailed proceed as follows:  

STEP 1: FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Interest points are detected by using any desired method, whether it is SIFT or not. 

(SIFT is preferred). Clustering is performed by computing each point of interest, SIF or 

HoG. 

STEP 2: QUANTIZATION 

Then, finding these clusters, is called „Quantization‟. To quantize the space between the 

words, means to take the descriptors to be a 2D vector. It will represent the whole image 

as the distribution of these words.  

How is this quantization (clustering) done? 

Clustering is one of the main topics in Machine Learning, Computer Vision, Pattern 

recognition etc. The simplest and most common technique is called K-Means. 

Figure 1.5 – Clustering 
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K-means algorithm attempts to split given points into a fixed number of clusters – in this 

given case, it helps by creating the Words. It works by placing some centroids in random 

locations in space. And each other individual point has to find the nearest centroid. 

Finding the nearest centroid can be calculated by using a distance equation (usually the 

Euclidean distance) between centroid ci and instance xi. The instance goes to the centroid 

which has the minimum distance, and it is assigned to the cluster of that centroid. This 

was the first step of the algorithm. The next step is to run over the clusters, (over the K 

centroids), and for each of them recomputed its position. And the way how it is done: 

vectors of the xi data points that fall into that cluster are averaged, so a new centroid 

comes up and the clusters are rearranged. So, for each attribute value, a, arithmetic mean 

is computed (for the points that fall into that clusters).  

( ) ∑   ( )

Now that the clusters are produced, they need to be classified. 

STEP 3 – CLASSIFICATION 

When K-means clustering is done, the group of words may look like in the following 

figure.  

Figure 1.6 – Recognition based on bag of words 
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Some words are picked up from the given categories (airplanes, faces, cats, etc.), and 

these are the cluster centers of those descriptors. Then, by using the histogram of 

frequency, the images are represented. Each image is also represented by typically 1000-

4000 dimensions. Then classification begins. In the clustering process, there is also a 

boundary, a decision rule (classifier) is learned in order to assign bag-of-features of 

images to different classes. 

 

Figure 1.7 – Word type, classifiers and patterns 

 

TRAINING DATA  

The classifier must trained using sets of examples which belong to both positive and 

negative boundary. (It either belongs or not to a given set). It “learns” the regularities in 

the data and it is capable of correctly classifying and unknown example if the training 

was successfully performed. 

 Binary classifier, Task of separating classes in feature space given with the 

formula: 

W
T
x+b = 0 

...where W is the weight vector to determine whether the data is linearly separable or 

not.  
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EVALUATION OF IMAGE CLASSIFICATION 

The given results from the upper classification need to be evaluated.  

The Training Dataset, to use those to find our vocabulary words, do the clustering, etc., 

and testing dataset, to test the trainings, need to be defined.  

In Matlab, all the work explained above can be done using one single call of the function  

 

bag = bagOfFeatures(trainingSets); 

 

This function will extract the SURF features from all images in the categories we are 

working and also construct the vocabulary by reducing the number of (unnecessary) 

features using quantization and K-means clustering.  

In recognizing specific image categories, the algorithm proceeds as follows:  

 

Training an image category classifier, is done by using the function syntax of 

trainImageCategoryClassifier 

Classifier = trainImageCategoryClassifier(imgSets, bag) returns a classifier which contains 

number of categories and category labels for input images. It will result in the following 

output: 

Evaluating image category classifier for 4 categories. 
------------------------------------------------------- 
 
* Category 1: dollar_bill 
* Category 2: lotus 
* Category 3: pyramid 
* Category 4: saxophone 
 
* Evaluating 28 images from category 1...done. 
* Evaluating 28 images from category 2...done. 
* Evaluating 28 images from category 3...done. 
* Evaluating 28 images from category 4...done. 
 
* Finished evaluating all the test sets. 

 

The test is completed by requesting an input image, and trying to see if it fits the correct 

category. The results are most of the time quite optimal and convincing, meaning that 
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the algorithm has worked correctly with the selecting training and testing sets and 

images.  

On the case of images with a little more information rather than an object, such as 

Distinguishing Car Plates, bag of words has some limitations.  

Car plates are images that contain information in form of letters, numbers and 

sometimes specific symbols. This much information can be sometimes hard for Bag of 

Words algorithm to read and output the plate number, even though it can distinguish the 

letters and numbers separately. Bag or Words is an algorithm that is specialized in image 

object recognition. After the training is performed like explained above, evaluation 

results in displaying the name of what object the image contains, not what the image is 

about. In this case, Bag of Words algorithm needs improvements, or some other 

algorithms can be used in order to perform tasks like Car Plates Recognitions. Bag of 

words is successfully applied for object categorization. 

1.1.2 On the case of Eye Recognition and Lens Opacification: 

The algorithm is not quite precise in recognizing details of an image, like in the case of 

parts of the eye i.e. iris, pupil, cornea – so it makes it a bit too difficult to proceed further 

in order to come up with a contamination distinction in an image. The following code 

recognizes with high accuracy an image that contains an eye. 

Figure 1.8 – A Human Eye 
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For determining a contaminated or a clear area of the eye, not only the Matlab function 

„bagofwords‟ needs to be modified for better specifications of upper features, but also a 

large database, containing lots of experimental images is needed. This is why, using the 

bag of words technique for trying to solve this quantitative problem is a bad idea! 

 

 

 

 
1.2 Texture analysis 

Texture analysis is a technique used to describe image characteristics by textual features. 

In the following figure, standard deviation of the 3-by-3 neighborhood around the 

corresponding pixel in the input image is used. This technique eases the work of 

recognizing the „opacity‟ by standing out the group of „impurity pixels‟ in the form of a 

noise. By using another certain method or algorithm, such as „noise estimation level, or 

„pixel density level, the amount of opacity can be determined. (to be continued in details 

as a Future Work).  
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From the image below, the similarity of the histograms in the color distribution can be 

seen. The central part of the image in the right is contaminated. There is a difference of 

0.0188 range of pixel intensity values (histograms are normalized). Yet, it does not give 

the location of these contaminated parts or their density distribution. (It just shows how 

much a clean lens differs from a contaminated one). And the white parts affected by the 

light, should be avoided.  

 

 

Figure 1.9 – Test Results based on Texture Analysis 

 

1.3 Difference of Histograms 

This method is used to compare the histograms of two images which are quite similar to 

each other. The program takes two images of the same eye lens – one clean and one 

contaminated – and by performing the difference of histograms, we get the difference of 
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„the whites‟ which is the contamination itself. However, this kind of code, lacks 

precision in the selecting area. Moreover, the difference between grey color values, is 

unrecognizable for human eye. It is difficult to distinguish a few pixels which might be 

in the „clean‟ area of the image, from those who contain contamination – and vice versa.  

In the end, the program performs the difference of histograms from which a score is 

obtained, but lacking more detailed information, this score is not able to tell much about 

contamination level that we are interested in.  

fontSize = 16; 
A = imread('lense.jpg'); 
grayImage = rgb2gray(A); 
imshow(grayImage, []); 
axison; 
title('Original Grayscale Image', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
set(gcf, 'Position', get(0,'Screensize')); % Maximize figure. 
message = sprintf('Left click and hold to begin drawing.\nSimply lift 

the mouse button to finish'); 
uiwait(msgbox(message)); 
hFH = imfreehand(); 
% Create a binary image ("mask") from the ROI object. 
binaryImage = hFH.createMask(); 
xy = hFH.getPosition; 
% Now make it smaller so we can show more images. 
subplot(2, 2, 1); 
imshow(grayImage, []); 
axison; 
drawnow; 
title('Original Grayscale Image', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
% Display the freehand mask. 
subplot(2, 2, 2); 
imshow(binaryImage); 
axison; 
title('Binary mask of the region', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
% Get coordinates of the boundary of the freehand drawn region. 
structBoundaries = bwboundaries(binaryImage); 
xy=structBoundaries{1}; % Get n by 2 array of x,y coordinates. 
x = xy(:, 2); % Columns. 
y = xy(:, 1); % Rows. 
subplot(2, 2, 3); % Plot over original image. 
imshow(grayImage, []); 
axison; 
holdon; % Don't blow away the image. 
plot(x, y, 'r-', 'LineWidth', 2); 
drawnow; % Force it to draw immediately. 
title('Grayscale Image with your mask overlaid', 'FontSize', fontSize); 
% Get the histogram. 
pixelsWithinMask = grayImage(binaryImage); 
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[pixelCountsgrayLevels] = imhist(pixelsWithinMask); 
subplot(2, 2, 4); 
bar(grayLevels, pixelCounts); 
title('Histogram of Grayscale Image within mask', 'FontSize', 

fontSize); 
xlim([0 255]); 
gridon; 

Figure 1.10 – Test results based on Difference of Histograms 
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Note: as the test images for the following experiments, there are given two images of the 

same eye lens: the “f1_clean” image and the “f2_cont” which is a contaminated lens.  

a) A clean eye lens b) a contaminated eye lens

The following experiment is made to estimate the noise in each (RGB) layer of the 

image. 
[1]

 This enables the image to be prepared for further denoising. As the image is

noise-free, the further processing algorithms can lead to a better performance. The 

images below, show the estimated noise levels for the given two images, along with 

their estimated time for processing. The longer the time, the more degraded the image. 

In this specific case, the image cannot be called totally „degraded‟ – it is just a medical 

image captured with special devices, which needs to be processed before going into 

further quantitative (or qualitative) analysis.  
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Graph of the black and white „f1_clean‟ image is this one: 

Calculation time: 6 seconds 

Figure 1.11 – Results obtained from Noise Estimation Algorithm 

Graph of the RGB clean image is this one: 

Calculation time: 3.12 [sec] 
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Figure 1.12 

% Clear workspace and command screen 
clearall;clc; 
% Get image from user 
I = im2double(imread(GetFilePath())); 
% I = rgb2gray(im2double(imread('football.jpg'))); 
% I = im2double(imread('football.jpg')); 
OENL = NLEstimate(I); 
% Noise level to be estimated 
TNL = [5,10,20,40];   % True Noise Level 
% Number of channel in image ch = 3 for RGB and ch = 1 for grayscale 
ch = size(I,3); 
% Preallocating memory for noise level results 
ENL = zeros(length(TNL),ch); 
tic; 
% Start estimating noise 
for k = 1:length(TNL) 
% Adding Noise 
    NI = I + randn(size(I)) * TNL(k); 
% Estimate Noise Level 
ENL(k,:) = NLEstimate(NI); 
end 
t = toc; 
fprintf('Calculation time: %5.2f [sec]\n\n', t ); 

 
% Plot results 
ifch == 3 % for RGB image 

 
subplot(1,3,1); 
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plot(1:length(TNL),TNL,'-dr');hold on; 
plot(1:length(TNL),ENL(:,1),'-dm'); 
gridon; 
title('True Vs Estimated Noise in Red Channel'); 
xlabel('Number of Noise Level'); 
ylabel('Noise Level'); 
legend('True','Estimated','Location','North'); 
subplot(1,3,2); 
plot(1:length(TNL),TNL,'-dg');hold on; 
plot(1:length(TNL),ENL(:,2),'-dm'); 
title('True Vs Estimated Noise in Green Channel'); 
xlabel('Number of Noise Level'); 
ylabel('Noise Level'); 
legend('True','Estimated','Location','North'); 
gridon; 
subplot(1,3,3); 
plot(1:length(TNL),TNL,'-d');hold on; 
plot(1:length(TNL),ENL(:,3),'-dm'); 
gridon; 
title('True Vs Estimated Noise in Blue Channel'); 
xlabel('Number of Noise Level'); 
ylabel('Noise Level'); 
legend('True','Estimated','Location','North'); 

else% for gray scale image 

figure(1); 
plot(1:length(TNL),TNL,'-d');hold on; 
plot(1:length(TNL),ENL,'-dm'); 
gridon; 
title('True Vs Estimated Noise'); 
xlabel('Number of Noise Level'); 
ylabel('Noise Level'); 
legend('True','Estimated','Location','North'); 
end 

The following graph estimates noise on the contaminated lens image. As seen, there are 

some slight differences which show that the contaminated lens image has more noise. 

Therefore, these differences need to be taken into consideration when comparing the two 

images with each other (the selected areas as clean vs. contaminated) for further 

experiments.  
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Figure 1.13 – other results obtained from Noise Level Estimation 
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CHAPTER 2 

FOURIER TRANSFORM AND FILTERING METHOD 

2.1 Fourier Transform 

The Fourier Transform is an important image processing tool which is used to 

decompose an image into its sine and cosine components. Its construction is very 

complicated mathematically. In the case of images, it states that the signal can be 

expressed as a sum of sinusoids.  

 

a) Inverse Fourier Transform shifted of the contaminated lens image. 
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The Fourier Transform is used in a wide range of applications, such as image analysis, 

image filtering, image reconstruction and image compression. 

the code below, applies the Fourier transform in the image and denoises it. The 

experiments where done by using two different images (clean lens and contaminated 

lens – one at a time)  

imc=imread('f1_clean.jpg'); 
%figure(7), imshow(imc); 
im=imread('f2_cont.jpg'); 
im=im(1:296, 1:296, 1:3); %%Colons for the CONTAMINATED piece of the 

image 
figure(5), imshow(im); 
im2=rgb2gray(im);  %%CONT GRAY 
figure(6), imshow(im2) 
im2d=double(im2); %% CONT GRAY - DOUBLE 
im2d_f=fftshift(fft2(im2d)); %% ?? Perform fouriertransform ?black 

image 
figure(1), pcolor(abs(im2d_f)), shading interp , colormap(hot)% show p 
%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
m=size(im2, 1); 
n=size(im2, 2); 
kx=1:n; ky=1:m; 
[KX, KY]=meshgrid(kx, ky) 
F=exp(-0.008*(KX-148).^2-0.008*(KY-148).^2);%The blue figure ..FILTER -

centered, 148 
figure(2), pcolor(F), shading interp 
I=im2d_f.*F; 
I2=ifft2(fftshift(I)); %Inverse fft 
I3=uint8(I2);%f transformed 
figure(3), imshow(I3) %blurred 

 

 

The code outputs several figures as a result. Each of them has some of the steps‟ 

characteristics, and every image needs to be analyzed and processed separately. From 

the code, the figure on the left, is the original image converted in gray. (line 5).  Note 

that images in processing are recommended to be turned in rgb2gray in order to avoid 

the color layers which may contain more information than needed. Then, the image is 

turned into „double‟ and Fourier transform is applied. In order to remove the noise, the 

inverse Fourier Transform is applied again, and the resulting image is the one on the 

right – which looks a bit too blurred. The Fourier Transform has functioned but that is 

not the required and desired result. In such a blurry, smoothed image, no contamination 
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can be obtained.  But still, in order to see the precise color range of the image, the 

histogram is computed. After the histograms of both, clean and contaminated lens 

images are obtained, a comparison is made. 

a) Original contaminated lens image b) after applying denoising algorithm

In both of these images, is applied a selecting mask in order to get the histogram. This is 

done in order to avoid the unnecessary areas, like the black edges of the image. After 

selecting the desired areas of the image – those of the eye – the histogram within the 

selected mask is shown.  

In the Figure 2.1: Histogram of the contaminated image – after applying nose removal 

(original image, without noise: Blurred) 
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Figure 2.1 – Histogram of the Original Grayscale Image of the clean lens 

In the figure 2.2: Histogram of the contaminated image – before applying nose removal 

(original image, with noise) 

Figure 2.2 – Histogram of the original grayscale image of the opaque lens 
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The same algorithm is applied, this time with a different image – that of a clean eye lens. 

From the original gray image, it is obvious that the area of the eye is really smooth, and 

the color values do not vary much from one to another. The histogram shows a narrower 

range of gray values (from ~60 to ~100), unlike the upper results, where the gray and 

white spectrum was wider. 

For comparison reasons, also the histogram of the blurred clean lens image is computed, 

but still, the difference is not very big from the original one, so there is not much 

information to be obtained from this kind of computation.  

In the figure 2.3: histogram of an image, containing a clean lens, before applying Fourier 

transform and noise removal (not blurred) 

Figure 2.3 – Histogram of the image of the clean lens, before applying FT 
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Figure 2.4, histogram of an image, containing a clean lens, after applying Fourier 

transform and noise removal (Blurred) 

Since the output image from Fourier transform, is overly-blurred, a denoising algorithm 

is needed. 

2.2 WIENER FILTER 

Wiener filter is a nice method for noise removal and deblurring of an image.  This filter 

produces and estimate of a desired process by filtering of an observed noisy process. 

Wiener filter is also used to filter out noise from corrupted signals to provide an estimate 

of the underlying signal of interest. The algorithm of applying the Wiener Filter goes as 

follows:  

CALLING INPUT IMAGE -->> CONVERTING INPUT IMAGE INTO UINT(8) -->> APPLYING 

WIENER FILTER FOR DENOISING -->> GETTING THE OUTPUT IMAGE 
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The next step consists of combining the binary results with the grey level image. From 

all the distinguished pixels, those selected probably belong to the contamination areas, 

and their number from the input image is calculated. Finally, a smoothing algorithm is 

applied to fill those „gaps‟ in these areas, using different parameters and different 

formulas. 

The code below inputs the image of the clean eye lens, converts it into rgb2gray and 

applies the Wiener filter.  

The matrix there, shows [5,5] – that is a region from which the image is filtered. Areas 

of 5 by 5 are taken into consideration when the filter is applied, in a form of a group. 

Changing the size of that area, would affect the filtering process, as the filter would be 

spread out differently in areas of another size.  

A = imread('f1_clean.jpg'); 
A1 = rgb2gray(A); %rgb image format 
A2 = wiener2(A1,[5 5]);   filtered with a 5-by-5 size filter 
figure (1), imshow(A) 
figure(2), imshow (A1) 
figure(3), imshow(A2) 

In the console, another parameter a3 is given to find the difference between the original 

image and the filtered version. And the Sum of differences results in a certain score.  

>> a3 = A2-A1   % difference between image and the filtered version 

sum(sum(a3))=ans =54511% sum of differences 

a3n=a3*15    %multiplied to increase the maximum value of the pixel in the difference 

between the original and the filtered image “a3”. 

a3nn=histeq(a3)%Histogram equalization is taken for a better observation 

a3_check(a3_check<2)=0 %Check for the values that can be ignored 

sum(sum(a3_check))=37412 
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After applying the wiener filter to both clean and contaminated images, the following 

results are obtained. 

[5 5] [7 7] [11 11] [15 15] 

Clean 54 511 67 504 89 422 109096 

Contaminated 71 166 95 476 139 012 175072 

Difference 16 655 30 972 49 590 65976 

*Note: the [5 5], [7 7], [11 11] indicate the size-filter that the image is filtered with, i.e.

how many pixels around a certain pixel are filtered. 

Figure 2.5: Images from left to right: a) Original contaminated image, b) original gray 

image, c) wiener filter applied [5 5], d) wiener filter applied [7 7 ], e) wiener filter 

applied [11 11] f) wiener filter applied [15 15]. 
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Figure 2.6 

Figure 2.6, results in applying the code with a matrix size [5x5] to only a small part of 

the image. 

From the results in the previews page, it is seen that largest difference is within the filter 

size of [15 15], a difference of 65 976. 

Figure 2.7: Images from left to right: a) Original clean image, b) original gray image, c) 

wiener filter applied [5 5], d) wiener filter applied [7 7 ], e) wiener filter applied [11 

11]. 
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a) Histogram equalization output image

That was the general idea on how the contaminated pixels were found. However, as the 

work consists in finding them quantitatively, the more precisely the pixels are obtained – 

the better it is. After being found, these “contamination pixels” need to be expressed and 

shown in terms of quantity – how much contamination it is there? Where are these 

contamination pixels located? 
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CHAPTER 3 

CUTTING PIECES. 

All the work done so far shows the advantages and drawbacks of each method in order 

to come up with the desired results. Some of the methods, like Fourier Transform or 

Histogram Equalization could lead up to a point but then lack the ability to go further in 

image processing to solve this problem. Further modifications were needed to be made 

for each method which would still be time-consuming and not very promising.  

As a result, a combination of some of the functions, constructing an algorithm to come 

up with a score, will be explained in details in this chapter. Again, the images used are 

the same (the clean and contaminated eye lens), but for better computation and 

precision, in the program they are modified to have the same size.  

Figure 3.1- Image of a clean eye lens and an Image of a contaminated eye lens. 
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closeall; clear all; 
%im=imread('f1_clean.jpg'); 
%figure(7), imshow(imc); 
im=imread('f2_cont.jpg'); %Read a cont lens image 

im=im(1:296, 1:296, 1:3); %Colons for the CONTAMINATED 
%im=im(125:170, 60:90, :); % cut a small pice: Contaminated a lot 

%im2=im(100:145, 186:216, 3); %Colons for the cont little 

%im = im(130:180, 190:220, :); %% CLEAN IMAGE PARAMETERS 

figure(1), imshow(im); 
im2=rgb2gray(im);  %%CONT GRAY 
figure(2), imshow(im2) 
im2d=double(im2); %% CONT GRAY - DOUBLE 
im2d_f=fftshift(fft2(im2d)); %% Perform fourier transform  
figure(3), pcolor(abs(im2d_f)), shading interp , colormap(hot)% show p 

%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

m=size(im2, 1); %Image params, put m and n in order to construct the 

lens 
n=size(im2, 2); %lens, in this case is the range of pixels observed 
m1=floor(m/2); 
n1=floor(n/2); 
kx=1:n; ky=1:m; 
[KX, KY]=meshgrid(kx, ky); %below, the 0.008 varies, it can be changed 
F=exp(-0.008*(KX-m1).^2-0.008*(KY-n1).^2);  %The blue figure ..FILTER -

centered, 148 
figure(4), pcolor(F), shading interp 
I=im2d_f.*F; 
I2=ifft2(fftshift(I)); %Inverse fft 
I3=uint8(I2);%f transformed, involves complex numbers 
figure(5), imshow(I3) %blurred 
g=real(I3); %avoid complex numbers after transformation 
a=im2-g; %remove those ex-complex numbers 
figure(6), imshow(a); %show the 'clear' image 
S=sum(sum(a)) %get the score  
aeq=histeq(a); %compute and show histogram equalization 
figure(7), imshow(aeq) 
S1=sum(sum(aeq)); %Score of the equalized image 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

3.1 Analyzing smaller parts of the images 

In order to proceed with finding all the contaminated regions specifically, it is needed to 

compare smaller regions of the image; one contaminated and a non-contaminated one. 
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That‟s why, removing the comment in the 6
th

 and 7
th

 line, according to which image),

smaller parts of the images are obtained and ready to be analyzed.  

Figure 3.1.1 - the images are of size 50x30, but are enlarged for a better view in the 

paper* 

The first image is a piece from the original contaminated image and the second one is 

the transformed one (original Contaminated vs A image) 

Score = 

      127052 

The comparison between clean regions (original Clean vs A image) 

Figure 3.1.2 Clean Region vs. A image 
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The second image is named as the A region and Equalized images. They are used to be 

compared with the piece of the original image, and their score (from sum of sum) shows 

the difference of contamination between them. 

 Figure 3.1.3 - Below: original Contaminated vs. Eq 

Figure 3.1.4. - original clean vs Eq 

Cont region vs A Cont region vsEq Clean region vs A Clean region vsEq 

127 052 181 650 132 754 201 225 

Doing the same procedure as above, this time with a clean region from the “Clean.jpg” 

eye lens image, the following results are obtained. 
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Clean vs A region Clean vsHisteq 

S = 

      117832 

S1 = 

      201431 

Figure 3.1.5 – other different regions from the contaminated image. 

Note that there are the same image size – just different regions of contamination. 

Cont vs A region – Clean vs A region = 9220 

Histogram equalized images, are just enhanced versions of the filtered images. It 

produces unrealistic effects, for the sole intention that we can distinguish better. 

However, no direct computation are recommended to be done, as the enhancement 

would lead to unrealistic results as well.  
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The program was run several times, with different filter parameters. The reason behind 

it, is to make sure that this is a closer approach to solving the problem from the other 

methods. Different pieces from the contaminated lens image were cut – images that 

contain both a little and a lot contamination – and a final comparison is made.  

In the terms of coding, the same program was executed, each time by changing only one 

or two parameters; the pieces and the filter size.  

A range of the filter size is given, in order to spread or narrow the range of looking for 

contamination pieces. 

Figure 3.1.6 – range filter a) 0.001 b) 0.004 c) 0.008
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Figure 3.1.7– range filter from 0.01 to 0.09 – increasing by 0.01 
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Figure 3.1.8 - filters from 0.1 to 0.8 – increasing by 0.1.And the last image, is the filter 

of a range 1.8 
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3.2 SCORE COMPARISION 

The following lines of code show the given cut pieces with their coordinates. 

im=im(1:296, 1:296, 1:3); %Colons for the CONTAMINATED 
im=im(125:170, 60:90, :); % cut a small piece: Contaminated a lot 

im2=im(100:145, 186:216, 3); %Colons for the cont. little 

And the line below, shows the coordinates of the piece, obtained from the clean eye lens 

image. 

im = im(130:180, 190:220, :); %% CLEAN IMAGE PARAMETERS 

The results for each run of the program are written in an excel sheet, for easier 

computation in the future steps.  
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CHAPTER 4 

RESULTSAND CONCLUSIONS

4.1 Results 

The first colon, displays the scores gotten from a piece of the clean lens image. As the 

surface is supposed to be relatively smooth, with no huge differences in pixels, after the 

filter size of 0.04. This means, that contaminated pixels are widely spread – and do not 

affect the image quality much. 

The second (middle) colon shows the scores of an image that contains a little 

contamination. Examining it with the same filter lens range, it will stop showing any 

different results at a range of 0.1. 

The last colon, shows the scores of a densely contaminated piece from the image, and 

those values stop changing only after the small range of 0.3.  This is how much details 

can be obtained from a single piece.  

Performing a difference between the third and the second colon, results in a score of 

how much contamination it is left in the eye area. As these parts of the eye have 

different contamination, different scores are needed. 

4.2 Conclusion 

Dealing with eye issues can be a challenging issues, as it directly affects the human 

health. Making sure that the lens is opaque is a necessity for a clearer and a better vision. 

This work includes an overview to several methods of solving the opacification problem. 

The image recognition tools, such as bag of words, texture analysis resulted in giving 

really poor outputs. However, other methods of histogram analysis, Fourier Transforms 

and image filtering combined together could lead to a close approach in solving the 
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problem. A score of opacity could be determined in certain areas of the eye lens. 

Interpreting these results may vary, especially when dealing with medical conditions.  
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